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Abstract
Top–down cognitive control was studied in students by the model of ﬁxed set for facial
expression. In subjects with errors in the set ﬁxing, it is weakened to the greatest
extent. The hypothesis about the inﬂuence on the top–down cognitive control of
the functional state of subjects caused by signs of autonomic dysfunction, personal
anxiety, depression and sleep quality is considered.
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A mass survey of second-year medical students with different degrees of autonomic
dysfunction was conducted [1]. After the testing an EEG investigation was performed
the state of top–down cognitive control [2, 13] with the help of the facial expression
ﬁxed set model [7, 14]. We have shown, when a negative emotional facial expression
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leads to distorted perception of the new stimulus. On repeated exposure to the new
stimulus, learning from comparison of ascending and descending spike activity leads
to the formation of a new, ‘corrected’ set.
The top–down cognitive control plays an important role from a replacement of an
old set by a new set more appropriate to the changing conditions [14]. A rigid set
is associated with weakening a top–down cognitive control. It is important that at
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set formation stage all enrolled subjects correctly recognized facial stimuli differing in
emotional expression. This observation suggests that a weakened top–down inhibitory
control in subjects with rigid set appears to be insigniﬁcant to cause the abnormal
functioning of recognition of facial emotional expression at the stage of experiment
with undeveloped set [8].
In present study signiﬁcant part of students appeared to fail the recognition of
facial emotional expressions at the stage of set formation. We assume, that errors
recognition can be determined not only by the set formation, but also by other factors
that affect visual recognition. These factors are reﬂected in such a phenomenon as
errors in distinguishing between a neutral and an angry faces at the stage of set
formation.
The present study aimed to: (1) detect characteristic psychological and bioelectric parameters in subjects with errors and without errors in the recognition of facial
expression during set formation; (2) compare them with the data of students without
mistakes in the recognition of facial expression at all stages of the experiment. In this
work they formed a control group.

2. Methodology
2.1. Subjects
The study involved 82 2nd year Russian National Research Medical University medical
and pediatric faculties students aged from 19 to 21 (mean 19.1 ± 0.7) years, not on
psychiatric or neurologic supervision and having a normal or corrected to normal vision.
Were investigated three groups of students. Subjects from the 1 group (‘erroneous’
subjects, n = 12) made mistakes in recognition of facial expression at the set forming
stage and more than 5 mistakes at the set testing stage. Subjects from the 2 group
(with the rigid set, n = 14) did not make mistakes at the set forming and more than 5
errors at the testing. Students from the 3 group (the ‘no mistakes’ group, n = 16) were
not mistaken in both stages of the experiment with the set.

2.2. Stimuli and stimulation procedure
A model of ﬁxed psychophysiological set with the recognition of facial expression was
used. In the phase of set formation paired pictures of a man from The Ekmans’ Atlas of
Emotions [5] were presented by 20 times; in the left side of the picture — with an angry
DOI 10.18502/kls.v4i8.3281
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unpleasant expression, in the right — with a neutral one. In the phase of set testing
the impact of the setting on facial expression recognition paired pictures of the same
man with a neutral expression on both sides were presented by 40 times. Exposition
time was set at 0.35 s. At both phases of the experiment a subject had to decide if the
expressions of the two faces (on the left and the right side) were identical or of one
of them was more unpleasant and memorize the decision.

2.3. Data acquisition
The autonomic Wein questionnaire, Beck Depression Inventory, Spielberger State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory, Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20), Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale
(TMAS) and questionnaire value subjective characteristics of sleep were used as personality measures.
The EEG was recorded continuously during the experiment. For EEG recording,
ampliﬁcation and ﬁltration a Neocortex–Pro (‘Neurobotics’, Russia) system was used.
Sampling frequency was set at 250 Hz, and the frequency bandwidth — at 0.5–70 Hz.
Twenty Ag/AgCl electrodes (‘Micromed’, Hungary) with a resistance < 5 kOhm were
applied accordingly to the standard 10–20 scheme with additional leads (F3, F4, F7, F8,
Fz, FT7, FT8, C3, C4, Cz, FC3, FC4, T3, T4, P3, P4, T5, T6, O1, O2). The leads were unipolar,
the reference electrode was a combined auricular. Stimuli presentation, response
recording and their synchronization with the EEG were performed by means of a
Neostimul (‘Neurobotics’, Russia) system.

2.4. Data analysis
We analyzed 5 EEG 0.5-s fragments: 1 before and 4 after the presentation of the target
stimulus at the stages of ﬁxing (paired pictures of a face with a neutral and an angry
emotional expressions) and testing (paired pictures of a face with a neutral emotional
expressions) the set. A continuous wavelet transform based on Morlet wavelet was
performed. Distribution maps of wavelet transform ratio (WTR) module, representing
the amplitude of a potential, were drawn in a bandwidth of 1–70 Hz with 0.5 Hz steps
and a temporal resolution of 1 ms. Then a frequency averaging for domain of 8–13.5 Hz
was performed. The transformation results were summed over all EEG leads. Further,
from the WTR obtained after the presentation of the targeted stimuli, the WTR of
the pre-stimulus period was subtracted and the difference was divided by the same
amount and multiplied by 100. Thus, we determined the change in the examined WTR
DOI 10.18502/kls.v4i8.3281
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index relative to the pre-stimulus state. We used this index as a characteristic of the
synchronization/desynchronization reaction of the EEG alpha-rhythm oscillations on
the target stimulus.
The assessment of statistical signiﬁcance between 3 groups for the calculated
index was made by repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA), where
the between-group factor was the ‘Group’ (3 levels), and the within-group factors —
the ‘Condition’ (2 levels — set formation and testing of set effect), ‘Time’ (4 level – 4
EEG fragments from 0.5-s) and the ‘Lead’ (20 levels). For analysis of between-group
differences for each condition a оne-way ANOVA was used. Individual differences
were determined using the Student’s test. Statistical analysis was conducted using the
Statistica v.10 and SPSS v.12 software.

3. Results
The personality measures from the subjects with different numbers of errors recognition was show in Figure 1. In all enrolled students a high prevalence of autonomic
dysfunction, personal anxiety and de decreases sleep quality was revealed. This personality measures do not signiﬁcant bay group. Individual characteristics in the groups
did not differ except for depression. Its rate was higher for ‘erroneous’ subjects.
The repeated measures ANOVA showed signiﬁcant differences in interactions of
factors ‘Condition*Group’ and ‘Condition*Time*Group’ for alpha rhythms values (see
Table 1).
T
1: RM ANOVA results of the synchronization/desynchronization index of subjects with a different
number of errors in the recognition of facial expression.
Effect

F

Hypothesis df

Error df

Signiﬁcance

Condition

11.20

1

79

0.002

Condition * Group

6.06

2

79

0.004

time

24.59

3

77

0.0001

Condition * time

9.32

3

77

0.0001

Condition * time * Group

2.68

3

78

0.05

time * Group

1.00

3

78

0.39

Dynamics of induced alpha rhythm synchronization/desynchronization in recognition facial expression was show in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Behavioral and individual characteristics of subjects with a different number of errors in the
recognition of facial expression. A – the average number of recognition errors: 1 – when a pair of faces
with an ‘angry’ and ‘neutral’ expression are presented (the set ﬁxing stage), 2 – with a ‘neutral’ expression
(the set testing stage). B – the results of the questionnaires. Horizontal – 1 (autonomic Wein questionnaire),
2 and 3 (Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory), 4 (Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale), 5 (Beck Depression
Inventory), 6 (questionnaire value subjective characteristics of sleep); gray, shaded and white bars –
groups 1–3, respectively, the error of the mean is given; horizontal lines show the level of the norm in
the tests. Vertical axis – the average value of points (stanlart units). * – differences between groups (P <
0.05).

Figure 2: Synchronization/desynchronization of the EEG alpha-rhythm oscillations in total for all leads
after presentation of the facial stimulus in the groups of subjects with different number of errors in the
recognition of facial expression. 1–3 – groups 1–3; gray and white bars – stages of ﬁxing and testing of the
set respectively; the horizontal axis shows the time after the stimulus begins to appear, vertical – changes
in the amplitude characteristics of the EEG alpha-rhythm in response to facial stimuli in percentage with
respect to its pre-stimulus values, the error of the mean is given.

4. Discussion
Students of all groups had an increased level of autonomic dysfunction and personal
anxiety, as well as a decreased level of sleep quality. These facts indicate that there
DOI 10.18502/kls.v4i8.3281
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are no clear boundaries in the functional state of the students of these groups. In the 1
group, in addition to this, there is an increased level of situational anxiety and depression. Signiﬁcant differences between this group and the other two were obtained only
for the depression index.
When analyzing the induced synchronization/desynchronization reactions, differences were found between the stages of formation and testing of the set in only 1
group of students. At the stage of formation after stimuli exposure, desynchronization
of alpha activity is observed, and synchronization at the testing stage.
The synchronization reaction is observed when the cognitive task is regulated
mainly by the internal states (top down cognitive control). When the decision basically
occurs automatically, directly in response to the action of an external signal, then
the EEG is dominated by desynchronization [9, 11]. Desynchronization also indicates
the prevalence of activation processes associated with the analysis of incoming
information [3, 4]. It can be assumed that the students of group 1, unlike the others,
are in a more stressed state, which makes their cognitive activity at the set forming
stage. of setting up difﬁcult.
In response to the presentation of neutral facial stimuli (at the set testing stage),
they showed marked synchronization. Such a reaction is characteristic for subjects
with signs of depression [12]. The expectation of an ‘angry’ person at the set testing
stage causes them to have a synchronization, since they are more likely to expect
negative information [4, 6, 12].
Students of groups 2 and 3 have no statistical differences in the synchronization/desynchronization reactions in the formation and testing of set. In this case,
they have marked differences in the number of errors in testing. These facts indicate a
weakening of the inﬂuence of cognitive control in the recognition of facial expression.
The psychological tests results suggest that cognitive activity passes under the
conditions of a non-optimal functional state. Even more it concerns the students of
the 1st group who were mistaken in both stages of the experiment.

5. Conclusions
Students with signs of autonomic dystonia syndrome, trait anxiety and depression
experience weakening of top–down cognitive control when forming a set for facial
expression and testing its effect. This weakening is most evident in students who were
mistaken in identifying facial expressions in both stages of the study of the set.
DOI 10.18502/kls.v4i8.3281
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